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Machines for generating electricity from tidal flows have seen substantial development in recent years, and studies
have examined the issues that govern the positioning of devices in relation to each other. This is a complex problem,
because the installation of a device can affect the flow both upstream and downstream; also the effects of multiple
devices are not simply cumulative, but give rise to complex interactions. The complexity is greatly increased by the
geometry of the tidal channel. Determination of an optimum arrangement of devices is a multi-objective problem,
which lends itself to solution using genetic algorithms. This approach has been proposed for the design of wind
farms; this paper uses a simplified analysis to investigate its potential for the optimisation of tidal power arrays.
Notation
A swept blade area
CP power coefﬁcient
CT thrust coefﬁcient
CC cable cost
CS support structure cost
CT turbine cost
D turbine design life (h)
F ﬁtness
I income per kWh produced
N number of turbines required for an array
O turbine operational time (%), output
P turbine power (kWh), probability
R turbine radius
T turbine thrust
v water velocity
r water density
1. Introduction
Tidal power is expected to make an increasingly important
contribution to renewable energy, owing to its high degree of
predictability. Wind power is essentially unavailable during
anticyclones, owing to low wind speeds. Yet the lowest tempera-
tures and greatest heating demand are in anticyclonic weather in
winter, whereas the highest temperatures and greatest cooling
demands are during anticyclonic weather in summer. Even
though good building design can minimise both these demands,
and the use of electricity for heating is very wasteful, increasing
use of ground source heat pumps for heating and cooling in
addition to the growing population and demand for electricity
will place exceptional demands on the power generation infra-
structure, leading to soaring emissions of carbon dioxide unless
the electricity comes from renewables. Because wind power will
not be available when these demands peak, and owing to its
unreliable nature, alternative sources of renewable energy such
as solar cells will be important. However, these demand high
initial investment and make use of rare earth elements.
Although tides do not ﬂow constantly, they have the great
advantage over wind power of being almost totally reliable.
Exceptional weather can affect the timing and speed of tidal
ﬂows, but come what may, the tide must ﬂow as the earth
rotates. Tidal ﬂows reach peak velocity approximately four
times per day, resulting from two ebbs and two ﬂows, yielding
a cyclical power output that is unlikely to coincide with the
diurnal cycle of demand for electricity. This would be a problem
for a single installation, but the timings of the peak ﬂows vary so
considerably around an island the size of Great Britain that a
geographically distributed set of installations would between
them feed a smoothed supply of power into a national grid,
which would peak just twice per month at spring tides, rather
than twice per day. Although this would only produce a baseline
output corresponding to neap tides, the spring tide peaks are so
reliable and predictable that the power supply system could be
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managed to use this power efﬁciently (Royal Academy of
Engineering, Institution of Engineering and Technology and
Institution of Civil Engineers, 2012).
Although prototype tidal power generators have been isolated
devices, major arrays are now being planned and built. Tidal
turbines face similar issues to wind turbines in the way they
remove energy from the surrounding ﬂuid, reducing the
energy available to another turbine. This interaction means
that their relative positioning is governed by more than just
standardised separation distances. Because the fastest tidal
ﬂows are found in narrow channels, which are often also
shipping routes, the position of turbines requires careful
optimisation to achieve maximum efﬁciency in the space
available. However, the cost of installation and connection
can be critical, and dependent upon location, so this too must
be accounted for in the optimisation.
The problem of placing tidal turbines may be characterised as a
need to make decisions about plan location, resulting in two
degrees of freedom for each individual turbine, so the search
space has a dimensionality of 2N, where N is the number of
turbines required for the array. The ﬁtness of a solution to
deﬁne the arrangement of N turbines must consider both
the power output and the cost of installation. Additional
requirements may include planning restrictions and access for
operations and maintenance; these may be included within the
algorithm or assessed objectively by an engineer following the
optimisation presenting a number of similar solutions. It
might seem that the optimum layout of turbines would be
easily determined, but this might not be so, even in a large,
open body of water with a uniform depth. In practice, locations
favourable for tidal power are characterised by fast tidal ﬂows
resulting from conﬁnement by coastlines and seabed, so initial
conditions are anything but uniform; then the effect of the tur-
bines extracting energy from the ﬂow inevitably alters the ﬂow.
2. Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a search and optimisation method
used to ﬁnd solutions to complex problems that are sometimes
impossible to solve manually. Other search methods exist, such
as random searches and hill climbing. A random search would
need to check a large proportion of all potential solutions to
the problem, depending upon the complexity. A hill-climbing
algorithm would attempt to ﬁnd the direction of change
within the search space that resulted in greatest improvement,
and then continue to search in that direction. It is helpful to
visualise the search space as a two-dimensional surface in a
three-dimensional space, with the third dimension being the
quality or ‘ﬁtness’ of the solution for that plan location. If the
high points are localised peaks, then a random search may
never ﬁnd a peak, whereas the hill-climbing algorithm could
end up at the top of a relatively minor peak, which is nowhere
near the highest point either in plan or in ﬁtness. This represen-
tation gives insight into the nature of the optimisation problem,
but it is difﬁcult to visualise the extent to which the complexity
increases as the number of dimensions of the search space
increases beyond two or three. GAs address these problems
by working from multiple points in the search space in parallel.
The consequent ability to ﬁnd the global optimum rather than
just a local optimum is their principal advantage compared
with other search methods.
The concept of a GA was created by John Holland in 1975.
Based on Darwinian principles, they enact an imitation of
evolution and natural selection through a number of gener-
ations, until the optimum solution is found. GAs have been
applied in numerous ﬁelds, mainly in engineering and science.
The optimum solution may not even represent something to
be made. GAs can be used to ﬁnd any solution that can be
deﬁned and tested, but is difﬁcult to ﬁnd, such as the critical
surface in slope stability analysis (McCombie and Wilkinson,
2002; Zolfaghari et al., 2005). Although generic GA software
is widely available, problem-speciﬁc algorithms are commonly
used because they allow the encoding of the problem to be
tailored closely to its speciﬁc features. This is a critical factor
in the efﬁciency of the algorithm (Goldberg, 1989).
Although variations exist in GAs, they all begin with the
initialisation of a set or ‘population’ of proposed solutions,
which is then evolved through processes of reproduction, cross-
over and mutation (Goldberg, 1989). Each solution is deﬁned
by a chromosome, which contains genes, which in turn are
encoded parameters from which the solution is generated
(Goldberg, 1989). The set of possible solutions may then be
altered by altering the chromosomes from which it is generated.
Each gene within a chromosome may represent an actual design
value, or a rule used to generate a design value. A ﬁtness value is
calculated for the solution generated from each chromosome,
which is an expression of how well that solution meets the
deﬁned aims of the design. The ﬁtness may be based on a
single value, such as weight of material in the case of a structure,
or weighted combinations of values and logical tests.
A new generation of the population is produced by applying
concepts from evolution. First, ‘survival of the ﬁttest’ discards
the weakest of the population, and the strongest are used to
produce the next generation; the chances of each member being
used are in proportion to its strength. A small number of the
very best individuals (an elite) may pass unchanged to the next
generation, whereas the remainder go through a breeding process
in which pairs of chromosomes exchange some of their genes –
this is crossover. This results in a new population that contains
aspects of the better members of the previous generation; these
may be combined in favourable or unfavourable ways. Over
successive generations, genes that are more useful will come to
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dominate the population. Depending on the complexity of the
problem, and the ‘roughness’ of the search space, a large popu-
lation may be needed to allow beneﬁcial combinations of genes
to arise. Similarly to the evolution of natural species, innovative
solutions may only appear when a degree of random mutation
is introduced, but too much mutation will interfere with the
evolutionary process.
The most important consequence of this evolutionary approach
to ﬁnding solutions is its ability to ﬁnd multiple solutions, not
just a single solution. If a number of signiﬁcantly different sol-
utions show promise, the process will persist with the evolution
of those solutions in parallel, rather than attempt to converge
on a ‘single right answer’, something that rarely exists in engineer-
ing. It is nevertheless necessary that the assessment of the ﬁtness of
a solution is broad and realistic rather than narrow and simplistic.
3. Wind farm optimisation
A comparison can be made between the optimisation of tidal
arrays and wind farms. The main optimisation needed for
both is related to the wake behaviour, site constraints, econ-
omics and environmental issues. The shape of the site is more
critical for tidal arrays, because boundary conditions can
drastically affect the ﬂow. Mosetti et al. (1994) ﬁrst attempted
to apply a GA to optimise the positioning of turbines within a
wind farm, by considering whether or not a turbine would be
placed in a particular cell within a grid. Grady et al. (2005)
subsequently demonstrated that this simple approach was in
fact feasible, and Wan et al. (2009) used a real-coded GA to
reﬁne turbine placement within the cells, instead of using a ﬁner
grid. This showed negligible clear beneﬁts, but Sedat et al.
(2009) modiﬁed the methodology by omitting some cells to
represent a real situation. This sequence of papers demonstrated
the problem of trying to build on what had been done before,
because it was in fact necessary to experiment with different
approaches to deﬁning the problem to make real progress. Tur-
bine positions could be deﬁned much more efﬁciently by integer
values specifying their locations on a ﬁne grid, rather than by
applying aBoolean on/off to determine the placement of a turbine
in every cell. Achieving an efﬁcient algorithm is heavily dependent
upon using an efﬁcient coding to generate each instance, or design
layout, for this problem (Goldberg, 1989). Although the work on
wind turbine arrays considered power output, efﬁciency and cost,
in various combinations, it did not address the more challenging
issue of large, irregular sites, for which the optimum solution is
not reasonably obvious to begin with.
4. Tidal turbines
Tidal turbines obstruct the water ﬂow and present a semi-
permeable obstruction that removes energy from the ﬂow
(Myers and Bahaj, 2007). They create a negative back effect
on the current (Garrett and Cummins, 2008) as with wind
power, and the rate of wake propagation and free stream
mixing relates to the interaction between the turbines (Blunden
and Bahaj, 2007).
An indicative minimum spacing between turbines may be
obtained by considering the wake behind the turbine for the
calculation of the kinetic energy reduction (Bryden et al., 2007;
Myers and Bahaj, 2007). For the wind farm optimisations
outlined above, the modelling method was to sum the energy
deﬁcits caused by the wake effects (Mosetti et al., 1994), then cal-
culate the resulting power. For tidal arrays, the principle is similar
in that the wake will reduce the velocity, kinetic energy and hence
the power output of the affected turbines. The turbine is extract-
ing power from the ﬂow, and the more turbines there are, and the
narrower the channel, the more the turbines will impede the over-
all ﬂow velocity. They will hence reduce the velocity of ﬂow they
are working in, as well as reducing the downstream velocity.
Myers and Bahaj (2010) explain that tidal wakes are commonly
much longer than for wind turbines, because the wake is
constrained by the seabed and water surface. Consequently,
the extent to which interactions between turbines affect optimal
arrangements is much greater too. Seabed roughness is also
known to have an effect on the turbulence. As with wind
power, tidal power output is proportional to the cube of the
velocity (Myers and Bahaj, 2010) so the wake position should
be carefully calculated, as it will have a large effect on the
optimum positioning. For wind power the maximum available
energy is often calculated using the Betz limit (Betz, 1966),
but this is inappropriate for tidal power because of the
constraints on the wake diffusion. Garrett and Cummins
(2008) consider the actual limit for tidal power, showing that
maximum power can be obtained from a given ﬂow using
surprisingly few turbines if they are carefully placed. This may
be considerably less than the Betz limit, but the consequence
is that the smaller reduction in ﬂow velocity is less likely to
produce signiﬁcant changes in the marine environment.
5. Optimisation objective
For the purposes of this study, a simpliﬁed model is used to give
an indication of the true complexity of the optimisation that
would be required for a real project. Although differing objectives
have been explored, such as maximum power output and invest-
ment efﬁciency, the objective used will be the maximum proﬁt
over the lifetime of the project. This will ignore economic factors
such as the cost of capital and varying energy rates, although they
may have a signiﬁcant effect on the optimisation of a real project.
The fundamental data that must be generated from a chromo-
some deﬁning a single tidal turbine are the coordinates of its
plan location. A number of factors in the turbine placement
may have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the overall cost, and hence
should affect the optimisation – for example, the nature of the
sea bed and depth of water will affect installation cost and
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type of support structure required. A substantial cost that will
have a direct inﬂuence on a turbine layout is the cabling. For
the present study, this is assessed using the simple proxy total
cabling length. This may be determined from the data about
the placement of a turbine if a gene is deﬁned to indicate the
adjacent turbine or power hub a turbine is connected to.
The optimisation function (i.e. ﬁtness) of the algorithm is
expressed below.
Fitness ¼ lifetime array profit
¼
Xn
t¼ 1
Pt Ot Dt  I
  CTt þ CSt þ CCt
  
where P is the turbine power (kWh),O is the turbine operational
time (%),D is the turbine design life (h), I is the income per kWh
produced, CT is the turbine cost, CS is the support structure
cost, CC is the cable cost (for associated turbine), and n is the
number of turbines in the array.
A different turbine or ﬂow condition will require a different
support structure, based on the axial thrust and hence
moment resistance required. This may be signiﬁcant where the
peak obtainable power from a turbine is reached – for example,
a ﬂow rate of 3 m/s, resulting in a decrease in ﬁtness if placed in
higher ﬂows, owing to the support structure costs. It may be
noted that a full assessment would require the summation of
energy output for both incoming and outgoing tides, but for
the purposes of the demonstration presented here, only one
direction of ﬂow is considered.
5.1 Power
The power output of a turbine is related to the swept blade area
(A), and the cube of the water velocity (v). Other factors
included are the performance coefﬁcient (CP), and the density
of the ﬂuid (r) where r ¼ 1025 kg/m3 for seawater.
P ¼ 12CPrAv3
5.2 Axial thrust
The axial force acting on the turbine is similar to the power
equation, but proportional to the square of the velocity and a
thrust coefﬁcient (CT).
Tmax ¼ 12CTrAv2
The moment acting on the support structure (from the turbine
alone) is therefore Tmaxhub height. This value allows the
structural section to be chosen from a stored list.
The CP and CT values will be set at 0.45 and 0.90, respectively,
for all turbine types, with the minimum operating water velocity
being 0.7 m/s, and no increase in power being obtainable over
3 m/s. The values in Table 1 are used to deﬁne the allowable
parameters and their associated cost.
6. Development of computer program
The work presented here explores the feasibility of using a GA
to optimise the placement of tidal turbines in an array in a
deﬁned body of water. To achieve this requires a method for
specifying turbine locations that can be encoded by a chromo-
some, a GA to optimise a population of chromosomes, and a
means of generating a ﬁtness value for an array of turbines,
which must involve a hydraulic model – although that used
for this study is very much a simpliﬁcation.
6.1 Genetic algorithm
The GA works by following a number of steps, iterated over a
number of generations. These have been outlined in the litera-
ture cited above, and the process is listed below.
g Initialise population of individuals through random
generation.
g Perform ﬁtness function on all individuals (perform
analysis of ﬂuid model and costs).
g Select parents for mating, based on ﬁtness (greater
proﬁtability results in higher probability of selection for
crossover).
g Produce new individuals using the crossover process.
g Perform mutation on newly created individuals.
g Repeat for total number of generations.
Methods such as selective pairing, which chooses the best two
parents of four (Kaveh and Bondarabady, 2003), have been
reviewed, but not used, in order to limit the risk of reducing
diversity in the complex problem. Elitism is used, however, to
allow a small number of the very best individuals through to
the next generation without alteration, in order to prevent the
potential loss of strong genetic code (Zitzler et al., 2000).
The probability of selection increases proportionally with
increasing ﬁtness using the following ratio
Probability of selection ¼ individual fitness
sum of population’s fitness
:
Pi ¼
FiPn
j¼ 1 Fj
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Item Values Cost: units
Turbine Diameter: 8–24 m 1000–1850
Support structure Moment capacity:
10–50 MNm
200–500
Cabling Per metre 1.2
Table 1. Basis for costing
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6.2 Turbine siting
The initial development of the program used a simple wake deﬁcit
model to test for ﬁtness, in a similar way to Mosetti et al. (1994).
This also followed the established andobvious practice of deﬁning
turbine positions individually, but the resulting optimisations did
not stabilise easily if the scale of the problems examined was
increased. It was found that successful local arrangements of tur-
bines were too easily disrupted, so instead a systemwas developed
that allowed groups to be deﬁned, as well as individual turbines.
This led to a chromosome that contains a series of deﬁnitions of
groups, in each ofwhich the location of turbines is deﬁned relative
to the group’s origin, as shown in Figure 1. This allows the
movement of a single turbine or the movement of a whole
group. A solution then deﬁnes which groups are placed where.
The same group deﬁnition can be used any number of times in
the solution, and it can be used within another group. Because a
group can contain groups, each of which can contain groups
containing groups, themembers ofwhich could include individual
turbines or other groups, a sequence of arrays of turbines can be
generated that can become inﬁnitely recursive. The recursion
would automatically be stopped, however, when a turbine
location is no longer in the sea, or otherwise falls outside a deﬁned
area. A limit can, in any event, be placed on the level of recursion.
This is illustrated in Figure 2, in which the ‘Extract group’ routine
can be seen to be recursive.
Figure 1 shows the genes used within the chromosome. It can
be seen that the turbines are stored as a reference to the
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Turbines Member 1 Member 2 Member 3 Member 4
θ θ N N x x y y N N x x y y N N x x y y N N x x y y
Figure 1. Representation of chromosome used
Extract solution
Run through all items
Extract turbine
Extract group
Run through all items
Turbine or
group?
Group Turbine
Turbine or
group?
Group Turbine
New instance
Extract solution
For each member in solution:
 Extract x and y coordinates
 If member is group then: Extract group, passing through coordinates 
 If member is turbine then: Extract turbine, passing through coordinates 
Extract group
For each member in solution:
 Extract deltax and deltay coordinates 
 Apply deltax, deltay to received coordinates from parent routine (cumulative)
 If member is group then: Extract group, passing through coordinates 
 If member is turbine then: Extract turbine, passing through coordinates 
Extract turbine 
If turbine is within site and does not overlap another, add turbine to turbine list 
with type, coordinates, radius, angle 
Figure 2. Generation of turbines from the chromosome, by way
of groups
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stored list with a parameter for their placement angle. Each
member then makes a reference (N) to either a turbine or a
group and contains corresponding x and y coordinates.
6.3 Model
The simple wake deﬁcit model can only work for uniform ﬂow
in one direction, whereas optimal locations for tidal turbines are
where velocities are increased owing to the conﬁning effect of
headlands. Because the turbines themselves effectively conﬁne
the ﬂow further, the ﬁtness of a solution can only be assessed
by taking into account the ﬂow of water in a more sophisticated
way. This work comprises an investigation of the usefulness of a
GA for optimising a tidal array, rather than the generation of an
actual solution for a real site, so it was decided that a simplistic
two-dimensional model of water ﬂow would sufﬁce for this
initial investigation. Greater accuracy and the added complexity
of modelling ﬂow in three dimensions would considerably
increase the solution time. This two-dimensional model is not
intended to provide accurate ﬂow regimes, but does allow the
introduction of some complexity of ﬂow conditions attributable
to headlands and the downstream effect of turbine placement.
For application to a real problem this model would require
modiﬁcation to take into account the upstream, regional ﬂow
and three-dimensional effects – this would also allow the
placement depth to be optimised.
The site has been split into a number of cells. The simpliﬁedmodel
is based on the total volume of water entering each cell from each
of the four edges over a given time period. This is assumed to exit
the cell equally in all four directions.Where a site boundary exists,
thewater is reﬂected back into the cell and forced to exit through a
free edge, increasing the volume and thus ﬂow in that particular
direction. Referring to Figure 3, the input through each side of
the cell is the output of the adjacent cell. The total input (IT) is
therefore the sum of the inputs
IT ¼
X4
i¼ 1
Ii; Oi ¼
IT
4
where I is input and O is output.
This process is repeated for each cell and iterated until the ﬂow
stabilises. This simple iterative model provides sufﬁcient values
for the demonstration of the suitability of the GA.
6.4 Program
The overall structure of the program is shown in Figure 4,
and the user interface in Figure 5. The method for setting up
the program is as follows.
g User enters site details – deﬁning points, turbine position
accuracy, cell size for accuracy of ﬂow calculation.
g Cost details are input – turbines, support structures,
cabling.
g GA and group options are edited if needed.
g User starts the generation process – automatic site and
cell creation, evolution.
g Program outputs the site and cells of the best solution.
Once the generation process has started, the program displays
the best solution found in each iteration (Figure 6). This
allows the changes to be seen, and assists in understanding
how and why the solution is changing. The user can click on a
particular turbine or cell to see information such as water
velocity, direction, turbine power output, size and position. A
number of resizeable views are available, and certain layers of
detail can be added or removed, such as the cells, water ﬂow,
cabling and a ﬁtness graph, which charts the evolution of the
ﬁtness of the solution.
Options allow the optimisation method to be changed to see the
maximum power obtainable, maximum efﬁciency or maximum
proﬁt. The program can be paused or restarted should the user
change certain options or want to look at the current solution.
An example of a near-optimal solution is shown in Figure 7. The
darkness of the shading indicates water velocity, the direction of
which is shown by the short lines. It should be noted that in this
case a mid-blue colour represents 2 m/s, and white 1.2 m/s. A
headland is shown on the south side of the area, around
which the velocity increases. A single turbine in the SW
corner (T0) takes the energy from the beginning of this increase,
and the velocity does not increase signiﬁcantly again until nearly
half-way across the view, reaching its maximum as it passes the
headland. No turbine is placed at this point, however, because
there is an upper velocity limit at which the turbines can oper-
ate, and a higher velocity calls for a more expensive support
structure with no gain in power and signiﬁcant reduction in
output from downstream turbines. Instead, a turbine (T1) is
placed where the ﬂow starts to spread out again (attributable
to mixing of the increased velocity with adjacent cells). The
next turbine (T2) is placed a little behind and to one side of
this, where it can pick up the faster ﬂows that have gone past
the turbine immediately east of the headland. Being stepped
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Figure 3. Flow model
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back allows the increased ﬂow to affect a larger number of
turbines. The near-optimal cable routes are also shown, with
cable length minimised. Connection of turbines using cabling
has been automatically determined during the process because
an unconnected turbine would yield no power output and is
thus a weaker solution. The position of the remaining turbines
is not yet quite optimal, as bringing the northerly row (T7–
T10) further west in line with the turbines to the south would
reduce the cable length. This demonstrates a feature of the
GA approach. A near-optimal solution can be found from an
unmanageably large number of possibilities quite quickly, but
it is often more effective to make a ﬁnal adjustment with the
use of a local optimisation technique or input of a knowledge-
able engineer. Repeating the same scenario a number of times
yields very similar results, up until the point discussed in
Figure 7. This demonstrates the repeatability in outcome but
reinforces the limitation at the ﬁnal stage of optimisation. By
again considering the search space as a three-dimensional land-
scape, themore speciﬁc and unique the solution is (i.e. the sharper
the peak), the less reliable or repeatable the GA, and other search
methods, will become.
It should be noted that this layout is optimised for ﬂow in one
direction only. In a real tidal situation the ﬂow would of course
occur in alternating directions, not necessarily with similar
velocities. It can be seen that this headland is not symmetrical,
and the ﬂow patterns would certainly be asymmetrical. To
determine an overall optimum was beyond the scope of this
work, because it would require considerably longer to calculate
a ﬁtness value for each case. However, in such a situation it
can be seen that the optimum arrangement may be far from
obvious, and the use of an evolutionary technique as described
may be the most practical method to ﬁnd an optimum.
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Start
End
Read site
Create
population
Generate:
site, cells
Output
Mutate
child
Generate crossover
probability
Evaluate
fitness
Create child
using P1&P2
Use parent
P1/P2
Extract
solution
Calculate
flows
Another
iteration?
Yes No
Another
iteration?
Yes No
Selected
parent
>Rand?
Yes No
Mutation
probability
>Rand?
Yes No
Figure 4. Program overview (note: Rand indicates random
number)
Figure 5. Program screenshot. The main area shows a plan of the
site, with the dark lines showing turbine positions, the short lines
showing flow direction, and the darkness of the shading
indicating velocity. The graph below the plan view shows the
evolution of the fitness
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Figure 8 shows a graph of the associated array costs throughout
the evolutionary process and reinforces what is shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen that with increasing turbine numbers
(reﬂected by jumps in cost) comes an increased power output
(reﬂected by electricity income). The addition of a new turbine,
or the movement of an existing one into faster ﬂows, evidently
has priority over the increased cabling costs. When the addition
or move has been made, the cables can be seen to readjust; this is
reﬂected by the reduction in cable costs soon after a turbine
movement. This prioritisation of objectives is a consequence
of the weightings given in the ﬁtness calculation, where weight-
ing is simply the deﬁned cost.
These examples were run on a single-core 2.4 GHz computer
and took 22 min to complete 2000 iterations. Approximately
85% of the computational time is for the iterative calculation
of the ﬂow regime for each member of the population (100)
for each generation (2000). This model is therefore run approxi-
mately 200 000 times and is the governing factor in the compu-
tational resources required. Clearly, determining the smallest
population size and number of generations required to ﬁnd
the optimum will drastically improve the speed of the GA. It
should, however, be noted that once the GA is running from
generation 0 it can be left unattended until completion for the
user to review the results.
The limitation here is the number of analysis calls required to
assess each individual. This is an issue that would be apparent
for engineering problems. The GA could therefore be combined
with hill climbing to speed up the process at the end (where the
GA seems least efﬁcient).
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Figure 7. Optimised arrangement of turbines in eastwards flow
past a headland (i ¼ 2000)
Figure 6. Optimisation of turbines in eastwards flow past a
headland: (a) initial, random solution (i ¼ 0); (b) turbines start
aligning to optimum flow positions (i ¼ 87)
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One method to allow engineering input towards the end would
be to allow the user to pause and edit certain aspects of the
solution, as proposed by Ceranic and Fryer (2000); this may,
however, bias the results incorrectly if the optimum solution is
substantially different from that expected by the engineer.
7. Conclusions
The work presented here has demonstrated the ability of a GA
to ﬁnd successful arrangements of tidal turbines, taking into
account a number of the complicating factors that inﬂuence
the cost and performance of an array. The long wake behind
a tidal turbine and upstream effect due to the conﬁnement of
the ﬂows where tidal power is most efﬁciently exploited make
optimisation of tidal arrays intrinsically more difﬁcult than
optimisation of wind turbine arrays.
Taking into account the actual shape of the sea bed, and a more
rigorous analysis of water ﬂows and their variations with time,
will increase considerably the time required to assess the ﬁtness
of each potential solution. This would be the case whether or
not an evolutionary algorithm is being used to ﬁnd the solution,
but the algorithm has the advantage that it can work auto-
matically, night and day, to assess a population of solutions,
evolving those solutions towards an optimum, without the
need for human supervision.
The automation of the process, and the non-sequential nature
of the algorithm, allowing multiple different solutions to
evolve alongside each other, permits the emergence and explora-
tion of subtle interplays between different factors, which may
not have been imagined by a design engineer. The design of a
tidal array is a problem that increases in complexity very rapidly
when the representation of the problem is made more realistic.
The cabling costing, investigated as an example of an additional
input into the assessment of a solution, required the addition of
a single gene and a simple calculation. This required no update
of the algorithm and represents the ease of adding further
objectives once the algorithm has been deﬁned. It is thus well
suited to the particular strengths of a GA for ﬁnding an
optimised solution, and this work has demonstrated that this
potential can be realised.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?
To discuss this paper, please email up to 500 words to the
editor at journals@ice.org.uk. Your contribution will be
forwarded to the author(s) for a reply and, if considered
appropriate by the editorial panel, will be published as a
discussion in a future issue of the journal.
Proceedings journals rely entirely on contributions sent in
by civil engineering professionals, academics and students.
Papers should be 2000–5000 words long (briefing papers
should be 1000–2000 words long), with adequate illus-
trations and references. You can submit your paper online
via www.icevirtuallibrary.com/content/journals, where you
will also find detailed author guidelines.
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